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(c) Knowledge grows by competition of theories in face of practical problems, 
there being a material relation between theory and practice; and 

(d) 1 Touchstone' governs the growth of knowledge.

Emerging from the defence of the hard core demanded by negative heuristic 
is the rejection of all forms of essential ism, together with any "forms of 
knowledge" thesis like Hirst's, and the offering of a critique of mistaken accounts 
of necessity. 

Positive Heuristic, in the case of UK's programme, clearly involves the 
deployment of a developed logical apparatus along Quinean lines, and is fundament
ally informed by an historically aware materialism which suggests the need to 
develop a sociology of knOl·dedge, a setting of theory of knowledge in the causal 
web of society and practical problems rather than in the isolated cartesian 
doubter's internal questioning. 

Positive Heuristic also functions in sketching out a programme for research. 
Indeed, without indications of the \'1ays theory needs to develop, and of problems 
yet to be investigated, one can hardly claim a research programme to exist. UK 
gives some indication of such a programme. A theory of ideology is foreshadowed 
with some arguable content, as well as particular issues needing investigation 
within such a theory (social change, social relations of production of ideological 
theories, of educational philosoph·ies and e<lucational institutions). 

Further, some claims are made which advance UK 1 s programme as progressive 
by contrast with the (degenerating) forms of knowTedge thesis. That is, UK claims 
increased explanatory power and content as well as a theoretical standpoint 
offering a basis for a critique of the rival theory. 

Thus articulated, it seems clear that UK proposes a research programme 
which lends itself to representation withinthe Lakatosian framework, and which 
looks promisingly progressive. 

IV 

Hirst is caught between the devil of essentiali�n and the deep blue sea of 
a vicious relativism and Walker and Evers, good materialists, have banished the 
devil: can they escape the sea? One of the hopes of the "classical" epistemology, 
seeking certain foundations for knowledge claims to which I briefly alluded in 
Section I above, is to avoid relativism. I take the "classical" epistemology 
to be a degenerating research progranme, like Kant 1 s metaphysical battleground on 
\'1hich neither side gains ground despite frenetic activity. 

Clearly the problem is less pressing within a programme which sees knowledge 
and the growth of knowledge as theory competition, and which rests on no 
foundational certainties. But if relativism is a deep blue sea for Hirst, Evers 
and Walker cannot afford to be totally insouciant. 

Above, I expressed the view that the notion of "touchstone" needs careful 
explication. No doubt a justifying account of UK 1 s progra�ne can be developed 
in which touchstone plays a sturdier role; and the need to elaborate th-is theory 
see1ns to me a required element in the programme's positive heuristic. 

Another such element, also part of UK's defensive moves against relativism, 
is the unfolding of a materialist view ofhistory and of social change, the 
relation of theory and practice, and, as note<l above, a theory of ideology. All 
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these, UK in no way denies, are theory-laden. Thus ft seems that another required 
research area lies in devising theories for rational choice between rival 
systems. 

If the reply is that we simply wait for degenerating programmes to lie 
down and die we may have to wait some time: "classical" epistemology has been 
around for quite a while. 

Morevoer that would seem to leave the last word with Feyeraben<l. 
Perhaps that is the present state of the art? 

Correspondence to: R.M. R6binson, 
Department of Philosophy, 
The University of Newcastle, 
N.S.W., AUSTRALIA. 
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Which need not, of course, entail that one claims infallibility about 
anything at all. Non-foundationalists still wish to make knowledge claims, 
and to speak of truth. 
Putnam (1978), Lecture III. 
(a) Hereafter cited as UK.
(b) Colin Evers takes pninary responsibility for earlier sections, 

Jim Walker for later, but both take responsibility for all. 
(c) Agreeing with the substance of this paper, I take it that 

philosophy is not treated as a "second-order" activHy: if it were 
(exclusively) that, Hirst would have at least a fingerhold! 

It suggests also an alternative strategy, which I do not oursue. 
Feyerabend, in the dedication of Against Method to Lakatos, calls him 
"fellow-anarchist". This is in tension (as Feyerabend seems well aware) 
with such passages as the Appendix to Lakatos' "Falsification and the 
Methodology of Scientific -Research Programmes" (Lakatos & Musgrave (1970), 
180 ff) where it is not always clear whether Lakatos speaks or Popper is 
a ventriloquist. 
(a) Since we're in the context of a theory of knowledge as a "seamless 

web" I omit the "Scientfic". 
lb) Lakatos makes a "terminological distinction between theories and 

research progranunes" (e.g. Op.cit, 137, n.3). 
can imagine that Walker and Evers might wish to distinguish 

(i) the elements of K; 
(ii) the basic units of Knowledge; and
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